AGENDA

Chair: Justus FSLC

1. Weather update - FAO

2. Humanitarian-Development-Peace nexus - a presentation on a project by WFP - Lawrence

3. Accountability to Affected Population (AAP) by WFP's gender/protection unit

4. FSL updates:
   • Filling the “Cash/Voucher” section of the 5Ws template (CWG coordinator)
   • FSNMS (WFP-VAM)
   • FS-CP training workshop (FSL cluster)
workshop: Integrating CP-FS in South Sudan

19 -21 Juba 2022
Child Protection Area of Responsibility
Food Security & Livelihoods Cluster
Workshop objectives

(1) Develop a common understanding of the linkages between child protection risks and food insecurity in South Sudan

(2) Develop knowledge and skills to design, implement, and monitor integrated child protection and food security programs

(3) Identify opportunities to strengthen collaboration between child protection and food security sectors and develop tools to support integrated programming

All workshop presentation materials are available here. Agenda available here.
A total of 24 colleagues from UN agencies, INGOs, and NGOs representing the CP AoR and FSL Cluster participated in the workshop.

Participants found the session on key terms and concepts, and designing and measuring integrated child protection and food security programming as the most useful sessions.

Recommendations included additional sharing of best practices and lessons learned from other contexts, as well as additional materials, tools, and guidance on planning, design, implementing, and monitoring integrated programs.
Next steps for CP-FS collaboration

Workshop participants identified **key actions** to strengthen collaboration between CP and FSL actors. The following actions were prioritized and will be developed over the next 2 months.

- Joint CP AoR – FSL Cluster Advocacy Brief
- Sample data collection tools
- Guidance note on integrating programming
- Community of Practice
- List of available CP and FSL training materials and opportunities
- Information-sharing between CP AoR and FSL Cluster

If you are interested in contributing to any of these action points, **please reach out to the CP AoR or FSL Cluster**!

**Similar CP-FS virtual workshop to be organized in the near future to accommodate more partners**
FSL Cluster Communication Etiquette

I. Decide on the level of formality:
   • Concerns on coordination, needs assessments, seeking clarifications on accessing resources, meeting requests, sharing best-practices etc. – Cluster Coordinators
   • Concerns on reporting (5Ws, FTS etc.), information request including gap analysis etc. – IM Officers

II. Consider timing:
   • Cluster Secretariat follows UN workhours – 08:00Hrs to 16:30Hrs (Weekdays)

III. Try being concise but thorough:
   • Preferred communication modes – e-mails, phone calls & text message
   • Don’t forget to copy your supervisor or Head of the organization
   • If phone calls, identify yourself and your organization at the beginning

https://fscluster.org/south-sudan-rep